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Teilhard Today

EVOLUTIE

many scientists today accept that there exists an 
evolutionary pattern in the history of the universe and 
that the tendency to order and complexity is the result 
of an implicit organizing principle not accountable  
for in conventional physico-chemical equations. Nor 
can it be accounted for in the new chaos theories.
Obviously the metaphysical dimension has been part  
of human society through all the religions and phi-
losophies that emerged in thousands of years. But in 
the scientific community it has lost its place in the 
course of rationalization of natural sciences. This was 
promoted by the growth of deductive methodology 
(laws from observation) as opposed to an inductive 
methodology (theoretical laws from hypotheses). 
Increasing dominance of rationality can also be related 
to the demystification effect of the Reformation. 
Attempts by Bergson and Teilhard in the nineteen 
twenties to reintroduce vital or animistic forces into 
scientific concepts and to restore a synthesis between 
religion and science were not accepted at the time.
Today, however, it is recognized by many of the authors 
that in the light of new findings, Teilhard’s attempts  
to bridge the gap between religion and natural science, 
between the organic and the inorganic, between matter 
and spirit are legitimate and unavoidable. Before 
entering into more detail it can be useful to summarize 
what I personally think are the main elements of 
Teilhard’s concept which relate to today’s literature.

1.  Matter and spirit are two manifestations of the same 
stuff (of the universe)

2.  The spiritual element in spirit/matter manifests 
itself increasingly as consciousness, the more 
complex the nature of matter is.

3.  Matter is connected with physical energy which 
Teilhard called tangential energy, providing quanti-
tative forces. Spirit is related to psychic energy, 
which Teilhard called radial energy, providing quali-
tative forces, such as creative, organizing principles 
not subject to the second law of thermodynamics.

4.  The increasing level of consciousness in evolution 
has ultimately led to the self reflexive consciousness 
in the human species. In the present phase there  
is a trend towards a further level – planetary  
consciousness. Teilhard calls the medium for this 
phase the (spiritual) “noosphere,” in addition to the 
(inorganic) geosphere and (organic) biosphere.

5.  Matter/spirit forms part of a “whole” universe 
without space/time limitations. For Teilhard the 
ultimate merger of individual consciousness and 
cosmic consciousness is equivalent to the Kingdom 
of God.

With respect to the first three points several authors 
emphasize the need to integrate a new metaphysics in 
natural science. The complementary dualistic concept 
resulting from this integration is characterized as 
psycho-matière (Charon), phsyico-theological (Harris, 
Barbour) or the more familiar psychosoma (Bril).
The spiritual element also receives many different 
names, such as imaginary, unobservable (Charon), 
organizing principle of order (Prigogine, Harris), 

Introduction

During the last decade the scientific community has 
acquired new insights into the organization of the 
subatomic microworld and of the cosmic macroworld; 
into organizing principles of order in evolutionary 
processes; into the relationship between physics and 
metaphysics, between order and chaos and finally into 
the intricate coherence between these organizations, 
processes, principles and relationships. 
This has led to numerous publications on what these 
new findings mean with respect to our worldview, to 
our search for some ultimate foundation for existence. 
A new worldview can have a profound influence on our 
personal perception of reality, on our functioning and 
our goals in day-to-day life, on our lifestyle, business 
ethics and political orientation. 
In this article I should like to draw attention to a 
selection of books in English and French which refer  
to Teilhard’s ideas and that have been published since 
1981, the centenary of Teilhard. The books I have 
chosen all refer to Teilhard’s ideas, which shows that 
his vision still lives in many people’s minds. 
I will offer a brief survey of the main reasons and 
backgrounds for the references to Teilhard and will 
present my personal conclusions on what Teilhard’s 
vision and the new knowledge we have gained in the 
past decade could mean to us in the light of the 
ecological issues we are confronted with today.

Works reviewed

A list of authors and book-titles referred to can be 
found in the bibliography at the end of this article. 
Roughly speaking 80% of the books were published 
after 1984 and 20% between 1981 and 1984. About 
20% of the writers are physicists and 10% each are 
oriented to philosophy, theology and psychology. The 
other 50% are writers from a great variety of back-
grounds, including biology, astronomy, astrophysics 
and socio-politics.
Since this article is oriented towards an explicit link 
with Teilhard, obviously many excellent works covering 
the same area but not mentioning Teilhard are not 
included in the survey. One exception is made for a 
recent work on mass extinctions, because of the 
specific relevance to the personal conclusion at the 
latter part of this article.
Not included in the review is a recent (1992) publi-
cation by Peter Russell because the book reached the 
author after he had finished the article. I recommend 
it be read since it relates to Teilhard and the subject 
matter.

Survey

The main thread throughout most of the texts is a 
tendency to consider seriously the integration of a 
metaphysical dimension into scientific disciplines. 
Increasingly it is recognized that models and percep-
tions of reality cannot be based only on mechanical, 
physically observable, material phenomena. Also 
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Some authors (La Mairieu, Kuusi, Pagels, Russels, 
Harman) refer to Teilhard’s concept of the noosphere. 
Teilhard saw the noosphere as a medium where the 
human species is individually and collectively approa-
ching a threshold after which there could be a trans-
formation toward a new level of consciousness. 
This Teilhardian concept of thresholds and subsequent 
transformations in evolutionary history is further 
defined by Charon as levels of maximum memory 
capacity. At each threshold the memory capacity 
jumps to an exponentially based new level. It seems 
logical that the noosphere is building up to an expo-
nentially higher level of memory compared with the 
individual being, through a collective information 
reservoir comprising all the databases that are 
mushrooming in human society. 
Although this all seems very exciting, some authors 
wonder when stepping down from grand visions and 
highly specialized insights by an elite, mostly from 
western society, where does this lead us with respect 
to the mounting gaps between developed and deve-
loping nations with regard to population growth and 
living standards.
Terhal subscribes to the inspiring aspect of Teilhardian 
vision, but sees no link in them to the solution for the 
increasingly disproportionate division of wealth on  
our planet. 
King regards Teilhard’s concept of the emergence  
of new consciousness from within the natural evolu-
tionary process as a new good reason for the world’s 
religions to jointly inspire a new and common spiritua-
lity from within human society in order to reach more 
equity and peace.
Others (Harman, LaMaireu, Lemer) think that if 
enough people can be reached and be convinced of the 
need and the opportunities to adjust their world view 
as a consequence of the latest and fundamentally new 
theories emerging from science on the physical and 
spiritual world, this could lead to new directions in the 
way humanity could avoid planetary disasters.
This leads to the subject of survival or extinction. 
Although Teilhard is not referred to in a book by 
Eldredge, called “The Miner’s Canary,” I still want to 
mention it here because of its revelations about the 
process of evolution and extinction, originally postula-
ted by Gould and Eldredge in 1974 in their “punctuated 
equilibrium” theory.
The title of the book was chosen because in the last 
decade a drastic reduction has been observed in the 
volume of migrating songbirds passing each year the 
North American continent. The reason most probably 
is that their southern habitat (during winter) is 
drastically changing due to the disappearance of 
tropical forests and their northern habitat (for bree-
ding) is being interfered with by industrial and com-
mercial destruction and pollution. So, these birds are 
giving a signal of danger, as the miner’s canary did.
Eldredge describes in his book, at great length and in 
professional detail, all we have learned in the past 
decade from geological and palaeontological explo-
ration about the history of the evolution of the planet 
since multicellular life entered the earth community 

formative causation (Sheldrake), spiritual impulse, 
like sexual impulse (Pagels), générateur d’ordre et 
sense (Sweyngedauw), strange attractor (chaos 
theory) or natural long term sense (Lemer).
Harman sees consciousness as the source of everything, 
including matter/spirit.
Most of the writers concur that the laws and constants 
of natural science do not reveal anything about the 
reasons for the shapes and colors in nature, or the 
sense or direction in natural processes and functions 
and the choices these processes result in. Conventional 
physico-chemistry describes mechanisms but not 
origins and goals.
According to Harris the new view in natural sciences 
results from the fact that only recently has more 
enthusiasm been aroused “for the view of the physical 
universe as a single, indivisible, undissectable whole 
on which phenomena and events are necessarily 
interdetermining.” Harris considers this “the most 
significant revolutionary effect of the physics of 
relativity and quantum theory.” Only recent advances 
and newly developing theories in particle physics have 
aroused this belated interest for the idea of a “whole” 
universe. There is a clear connection with point 5 of 
the main elements of Teilhard’s vision.
With respect to point 4, the subject of evolution, many 
authors touch on this and it is clear that since the 
mid-sixties the natural sciences increasingly support 
the existence of a universal evolution process, which 
Teilhard called cosmogenesis.
A still controversial subject is whether this process  
is anthropic (in one way or another the emergence  
of intelligence and therefore of the human species is 
implicit in the process). The singularity and the 
wholeness of the universe support, according to Harris 
and Tipler, the anthropic principles and other writers 
also find the anthropic principle in accordance with 
the physico-theological and psycho-material concepts 
(Swyngedauw, Barbour). Also Lemer sees, in the 
infinite evolutionary process towards higher levels  
of complexity, the inevitability of the human pheno-
menon as unavoidable.
The latter (Lemer) extensively and professionally 
demonstrates that in recent years substantial evidence 
has been accumulating that the Big Bang Theory is 
wrong. On the basis of a new theory by Alfven, the 
universe has no beginning and no end. Both theologians 
(especially from the Vatican because of the Prime 
Mover doctrine) and scientists (sticking to the heat 
death theory derived from the second law of thermo-
dynamics) will be shocked by this new element for a 
revised worldview; Lerner especially and quite elabo-
rately refers to Teilhard’s views of a universe without 
space/time limitations.
The concept of a patterned (not predetermined)  
and continuing evolution process, where the human 
species with its power of self-reflexive consciousness 
has a co-creative role and responsibility is shared by 
Roy, La Mairieu and Russell in their views on techno-
logical and socio-political developments and by Molt-
mann, Tipler and Barbour in their views on transfor-
mation processes and human creativity as part of an 
evolving cosmos or even an evolving God.

some ± 600,000,000 years ago leading to plants and 
animals.
His conclusion is that evolution comes practically to  
a halt during tens of millions of years when habitats 
are stable and ecological equilibrium exists. During 
these periods there are gradual changes which 
amount to so called background evolution and back-
ground extinction.
In those 600,000,000 years however there have been 
violent changes in habitat, because of sudden (relatively 
speaking) climate changes, mostly probably as a result 
of continental shifts, magnetic pole reversions due to 
the irregular spinning path of our planet or because 
the planet was hit by a major bolide from space, 
causing a long “nuclear freeze” period. 
These violent changes led to mass extinctions world 
wide, of which the worst were 225 million years ago 
when more than 95% of all living species vanished and 
65 million years ago when more than 50% disappeared, 
including the dinosaurs. 
The interesting thing is that after these mass extincti-
ons, in a relatively short evolutionary time (millions of 
years), a new evolutionary more advanced biosphere 
developed with greater diversity then before the mass 
extinction. Without the mass extinction 65 million 
years ago, it is doubtful whether the human being 
could have evolved 3 million years ago (homo habilis). 
Today homo sapiens (50,000 years old) has spread all 
over the earth and will reach a population level of over 
6 billion within 10 years time; no species has until now 
spread so completely and dominantly, because we can 
adapt to all habitats and we have no predator (aids 
virus perhaps?). 
The point I want to make is that with our growth in 
number and our increasing resource consumption and 
pollution per capita, we are now threatening the earth 
with a new mass extinction. Although today there are 
more species on earth then there have ever been in the 
history of the planet, we also lose species today at a 
rate never before experienced in the history of the 
planet. We are speaking of decades instead of millions 
of years.
Coming back to the question on how a higher level of 
consciousness in evolution is going to help the econo-
mic, social and ecological problems of this world, I 
would think that the ecological threat coincides with 
the spiritual opportunity to reach a planetary level of 
individual and collective consciousness. This can lead 
to a transformation of world view which will have, as  
it always has had in the past, a profound influence on 
how the human society functions politically, socially 
and spiritually. My personal observation is that, apart 
from concluding that Teilhard’s vision holds today 
more then ever, the road to a new evolutionary phase 
without mass extinction can be reached by addressing 
the ecological issue at all levels of human activities. 
It seems that ecological consciousness is growing fast 
at individual, industrial, national, international and 
global level. Maybe the (re)entry of the ecological 
dimension in the world order will coincide with the 
(re)entry of the spiritual dimension in science. Maybe 
it is not a coincidence.
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